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Structural Biology has moved beyond the aim of simply identifying the components of a
cellular subsystem towards analysing the dynamics and interactions of multiple players
within a cell. This focal shift comes with additional requirements for the analytical tools
used to investigate these systems of increased size and complexity, such as Native Mass
Spectrometry, which has always been an important tool for structural biology. Scientific
advance and recent developments, such as new ways to mimic a cell membrane for a
membrane protein, have caused established methods to struggle to keep up with the
increased demands. In this review, we summarize the possibilities, which Laser Induced
Liquid Bead Ion Desorption (LILBID) mass spectrometry offers with regard to the chal-
lenges of modern structural biology, like increasingly complex sample composition, novel
membrane mimics and advanced structural analysis, including next neighbor relations
and the dynamics of complex formation.

Introduction
Proteins and their complexes play an important role in many biological systems. Out of these systems,
membrane proteins pose a special challenge due to their high hydrophobicity. The structural analysis
of these systems is challenging for many analytical methods including mass spectrometry (MS).
A key step in a successful MS analysis is the transfer of the analyte molecules from the condensed

phase to the gas phase. If investigating proteins and their complexes, this transfer will always disrupt
the complex from its environment, so the goal in native MS is to facilitate this in a manner as soft as
possible. The most commonly used ionization technique for the analysis of membrane protein com-
plexes today is nano-Electrospray Ionization (nESI). A good overview of the applicability of nESI can
be found in recent reviews on the subject [1–14] and is beyond the scope of this review. Laser
Induced Liquid Bead Ion Desorption (LILBID) MS is another soft ionization technique, which was
introduced in 2006 [15] and was among the first MS methods to be applied to membrane proteins
[16]. In LILBID, the sample is introduced into the mass spectrometer in small droplets (50 mm diam-
eter) of sample solution and is irradiated by a mid-IR laser with pulse energies varying from 10 to
23 mJ, which is absorbed by the water molecules surrounding the analyte. The laser pulse triggers an
explosive expansion of the droplet and the sample ions are released into the gas phase without any
additional active charging. This process is depicted in Figure 1A.
LILBID MS is until now not as widely used, due to the lack of commercial availability and its

instrumental requirements, albeit some similar approaches are in use [20–25]. However, LILBID has
shown its potential, which is especially useful in areas where routine nESI analysis might reach its
current boundaries. This includes the special applicability for membrane proteins, which will be the
subject of this article. Modern mass spectrometry can nowadays deliver more insights into a system of
interest, such as a soluble or membrane protein complex, than just its mass. Areas of high relevance
to be investigated are for example the determination of complex stoichiometries and binding events as
well as factors influencing these; the structural analysis of complexes e.g. next neighbor relations and
pathways in complex formation. A topic which becomes more and more favored for the investigation
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic depiction of the LILBID process. A microdroplet of the sample solution is irradiated with a laser pulse

leading to the release of the sample ions in their native charge state. (B) Influence of the desorption laser power: lower laser

power leads to more intact complexes. (C) The c-ring of the sodium-driven Na+-F1FO-ATPase of Acetobacterium woodii is

unusual, as it contains two different c-subunits (c2/3 and c1). Low laser power releases a charge distribution of intact rings (left),

while under high laser power (right), the c-ring is dissociated into a series of fragments, which allowed to determine the

stoichiometry to be 9 : 1 [17, 18]. (D) Correlating LILBID laser power with the resulting dissociation of DNA double strands

allows the prediction of dissociation constants. The inset shows signal intensity of double stranded DNA and the dissociated

single strand in dependence of different LILBID laser intensities. The explosive expansion of the sample droplet is visualized

and the width of the resulting particle cloud is calculated as a measure for the energy absorbed by the droplet [19]. (E) LILBID

mass spectra of the K+ channel KtrAB allow for the determination of the stoichiometry without hampering effects of even high

alkali metal ion concentrations, which would make analysis with nESI challenging [20].
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of membrane proteins not only for MS applications is the employment of sophisticated membrane mimics e.g.
nanodiscs and SMALPS, to avoid destructive influences often concomitant with their purification.

Sample conditions
The key requirement for the successful structural analysis of a protein complex outside of a cell is keeping it in
a state as close to native as long as possible. Relevant factors are a buffer system to ensure the physiological pH
is preserved and system dependent further additives may be needed to emulate the native environment e.g.
NaCl, Mg2+-ions, nucleotides or ATP. Membrane proteins additionally require some means of membrane
mimic to keep them stable outside of their native cell membrane due to their hydrophobic nature. Certain spe-
cific lipids can also be involved in the function of the complex. Each of these factors can have hampering
effects on mass spectrometrical analysis of the protein complex, due to challenges such as signal suppression or
overlap and peak broadening caused by adducts [26]. Removal of these additives can be essential, especially to
answer questions such as the binding of a small molecule or modifications of a protein. Stripping the com-
plexes of interest of such unspecific adducts requires energy, which needs to be transferred into the system
without influencing the complexes features of interest. For this reason, volatile buffers like ammonium acetate
or carbonate are widely used in native mass spectrometry, but as mentioned above not always sufficient to
mimic all relevant features provided by the cell to keep a protein complex in its intact native state [26–31].
LILBID has proven to be able to handle a number of additives in higher amounts compared with other native
MS methods, ranging from salts (e.g. NaCl) over buffers (e.g. HEPES) to detergents (e.g. Brij 35) [17].
The key difference between LILBID and nESI regarding the removal of attachments is the mechanism of

energy input. In mass spectrometers using nESI ion sources, the most commonly used method is collisionally
induced dissociation, where the charged protein complex is exposed to a multitude of collisions with an inert
collision gas. In this case, the measure for the energy input is the acceleration voltage used to induce these colli-
sions. LILBID uses an IR laser pulse of a few ns for the release of the sample ions from solution. This energy
input happens on a much faster time scale (ns vs ms) than the equivalent energy input via collisions. The pulse
energy used here determines the energy input into the protein complex and can be varied from softer to
harsher conditions. This causes in a laser energy dependent manner the release of the solvated complex ions,
aids the removal of attachments and also allows to dissociate the complex in dependence of interface stabilities
to determine the constituting building blocks, next-neighbor relationships and stoichiometries (see Figure 1B
and C) [18]. A method that can be used in combination with nESI, which is as well based on a fast transfer of
energy and produces similar dissociation patterns is surface induced dissociation (SID) [32–34]. Control over
the LILBID laser dependent dissociation process enables the determination of binding affinities, as it was
demonstrated using a set of DNA double strands as a model system and analyzing the degree of complex dis-
sociation in relation of transferred laser energy, shown in Figure 1D [19].
The limit of detection and sample consumption are about equal in LILBID and nESI. A directly noticeable

difference are the protein charges in the mass spectra. As no active charging occurs during the ionization
process in LILBID, proteins generally carry less charges than after ionization with nESI. Both methods perform
well for water-soluble protein complexes, which are generally less demanding with regard to requirements for
buffer and additives [17].
One reason why a high concentration of additives can hamper nESI-MS, is the ESI inherent droplet shrink-

ing process, which concentrates these additives even more [35]. This effect can be lessened by lowering the
initial size of the nESI droplets [36–41], but not overcome completely. In contrast the LILBID laser desorption
mechanism sets ions free without prior droplet shrinking, so comparably high starting concentrations of addi-
tives can be tolerated for LILBID measurements, albeit they might lead to peak broadening and an increase in
observed mass due to attachments. Nevertheless, even mass spectra afflicted with intensive peak broadening
due to attachments, can allow for the unambiguous assignment of the LILBID peaks due to their low charge
states. An example is shown in Figure 1E; here the potassium channel KtrAB is depicted, a complex consisting
of the hydrophobic KtrB and the soluble KtrA subunits. The complex stability required a salt concentration of
40 mM, which could be added without reducing the spectral quality (the buffer contained 25 mM NaCl,
15 mM KCl, 20 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0 and 1.5 mM Cymal-6). The LILBID spectra revealed the presence of a
KtrB2A8B2 and a KtrB2A8 complex [42]. (see as well Figure 3B for another example of a high salt measurement
at 150 mM NaCl).
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Analysis of membrane protein complexes in nanodiscs
While detergents can be a good means to solubilize membrane proteins, they do not mimic all aspects of a
membrane to an equal degree. Depending on the system and the question asked, the presence of lipids in a
membrane-like arrangement might be a vital prerequisite for meaningful analysis. Nanodiscs are an artificial
means of surrounding a membrane protein with a more native-like environment than detergent micelles [43–
45]. Nanodiscs consist of a lipid bilayer, which is stabilized by a membrane scaffold protein (MSP), whose
length determines the size of the nanodisc. This more rigid environment and the diversity in mass due to the
distribution of the number of lipids in one nanodisc can pose a considerable challenge to mass spectrometric
analysis. Challenges include the heterogeneity of the lipid discs and the difficulty of stripping the proteins of
the surrounding membrane mimic without drowning the signals of interest in lipid cluster signals. This had
limited existing nESI studies mostly to the investigation of empty nanodiscs, but with the use of supercharging
agents and improving instrumentation, membrane proteins have become accessible using nESI [46–51]. In con-
trast, LILBID-MS has proven numerous times now to be well suited for the analysis of membrane proteins in
nanodiscs without the need for special additives.
Screening experiments of empty nanodics revealed that low desorption laser power leads to broad peaks due

to the diversity of lipids inside the nanodiscs. High laser power however produces distinct peaks of MSP mono-
mers and dimers with a small, determinable number of lipids attached. LILBID spectra of protein complexes in
nanodiscs can show signals of the complexes, MSP and lipids, as well as combinations. Softer conditions favor
transmission of bigger constructs, while harsher conditions reveal all possible dissociation products. These
allow to investigate oligomers, as was shown for the first time for protein complexes of known oligomeric states
like EmrE (dimer) and KcsA (tetramer) in nanodiscs and applied in several instances since to investigate
unknown complexes [52–54]. Assignment difficulties based on too similar sized MSP and proteins can be over-
come with the use of isotopic labeling of one or the other [55].
The possibility to analyze protein complexes out of nanodiscs allowed as well to understand important

factors, which influence successful integration of the proteins into nanodiscs. As this is prerequisite to obtain
meaningful results these factors should be generally considered, if working with nanodiscs, such as choosing an
MSP of sufficient size for the respective protein complex to avoid restriction of the complex formation process.
The choice of lipids and sometimes lipid mixtures forming the bilayer can as well be important to support
protein integration into the nanodiscs. Especially for cell-free expression into nanodiscs the ratio of nanodiscs
to protein complex is of significance [56]. It allows control over the formed oligomeric state, while at the same
time enabling the observation of the complex forming process (See Figure 2A,B).
The controllable environment of a membrane protein in an artificial lipid surrounding offers now the excit-

ing option to investigate structure-function relationships for instance with regard to specific lipids. This allowed
for example to understand why the membrane-embedded enzyme MraY, which is involved in the bacterial pep-
tidoglycan biosynthesis, showed differences in the enzymatic activity for the same enzyme from different organ-
isms, E. coli and B. subtilis. The MS results allowed to correlate the observed differences in activity with lipid
dependent oligomerization into the active dimeric state, shedding light of the different structure function rela-
tionships of the enzymes from different organisms [55].
This gives a general idea about the employability of artificial nanodiscs (for example in combination with

cell-free expression) to determine oligomeric states of active membrane proteins in dependence of functionally
relevant factors, such as certain lipids.

Native MS of membrane proteins in alternative membrane
mimics
The above-described nanodiscs allow investigating membrane complexes out of artificial lipid bilayers. A
recent, more sophisticated approach to provide a membrane-like environment to membrane complexes is the
use of amphiphilic styrene-maleic acid (SMA)-copolymers [59–61]. These can extract membrane proteins dir-
ectly from their native cell membrane including a ring of annular lipids. These polymer–lipid-combinations -
so called SMA lipid particles (SMALPs) or native nanodiscs, allow investigation of the membrane proteins in
their native lipid environment, encapsulated directly out of their native cell membrane.
LILBID-MS as well as nESI-MS in combination with a collision cell [62] can be applied to release mono-

meric proteins of membrane complexes directly from SMALPs, which enables further investigation of these
monomers. LILBID additionally allows, as the first, and to our knowledge currently only mass spectrometric
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Figure 2. (A) The potassium channel KcsA can be detected in its natural tetrameric state after cell-free expression into a

nanodisc [56]. Higher laser power leads to the dissociation of the complex, revealing complexes stripped of the MSP, proving

that proteins integrated into the nanodisc from stable complexes. This can as well be seen in (B) for proteorhodopsin, a large

proton pump which is known to form an active hexamer [57]. The protein-to-nanodisc ratio is an important factor in the

assembly of the protein complex in the cell-free expression system. The mass spectra show that average protein integration

and therewith maximal complex size is reduced at higher nanodisc concentrations [56]. (C) Mass spectra of the multidrug efflux

pump AcrB measured from SMALPs under low laser power reveal intact trimers plus additional mass stemming from the lipids

and polymers surrounding the protein complex. Higher laser power leads to dissociation to monomers, while strongly bound

lipids can remain attached [58]. (D) The additional mass shift from attached lipids and polymers can be correlated to the

number of transmembrane helixes in the complex. This relationship can be used to determine unknown stoichiometries of

protein complexes [58]. (E) Intact dimers of a model protein can be released from a SMALP while also maintaining specific

binding to ligand 1 whereas unspecific control ligand 2 doesn’t remain bound (unpublished). (F) Saposin-lipid-nanoparticles

can also be used for LILBID-MS analysis, in this case the natural dimeric state of multidrug transporter EmrE can be detected

in a complex with a varying number of SapA bound to it (unpublished).
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Figure 3. (A) LILBID spectra of KdpFABC at different laser power reveal the intact complex, as well as the subunits next neighbor

relationships (unpublished). (B) LILBID spectra of purified AaHAS in the presence of 150 mM NaCl (top) and without NaCl

(bottom). The red shadings in the upper spectrum represent the trimeric AaHAS with tightly bound lipids and salt. When this extra

mass is missing the Trimer dissociates, showing their relevance for the complex stability [70]. (C) Formation pathway of the

F1-ATPase investigated by LILBID. The yellow box indicates formation steps that are dependent on the presence of ATP and Mg

cations. Left to right are subsequent steps while vertical formation steps are independent of previous complex formation [71]. (D)

Subunit composition of Complex I from Yarrowia lipolytica recorded on LILBID first generation (black) [72] and second generation

(blue). Increased mass resolving power and the use of a collision cell result in a much better resolution in the spectrum. The inset

shows that the spectrum can reveal the mass shift of some subunits e.g. due to acylation or Zn binding (red vs. green lines) [72].
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method, to determine the oligomeric state of membrane protein complexes from SMALPs either directly (ori-
ginal Data in Figure 2E) or indirectly [58]. The release of the intact protein complex from SMALPs is less
straight forward than for nanodiscs, likely due to the strong interactions between the protein and its native
lipid environment (see Figure 2C for an example). Nevertheless, a reliable estimation of the mass of the
polymer/lipid environment can be obtained in relation to the number of transmembrane helices in the protein
complex. This allows the unambiguous determination of a complexes native oligomeric state. (visualized in
Figure 2D) The combination of the two methods is also promising for the analysis of interactions between
membrane proteins and their native membrane environment, as we observe that proteins dissociated from the
SMALPs can retain lipids, from the native cell membrane, which are especially tightly bound. Recent results
also prove, that it is not only possible to retain the oligomeric state of a complex during its release from the
SMALP, but also to maintain binding of a specific ligand. (Figure 2E) This allows to probe ligand binding by
incubating protein complexes in SMALPs with different ligands.
Another new approach at mimicking a membrane are saposin-lipid-nanoparticles, which have similarities to

MSP nanodiscs, but employing saposins instead of MSPs to surround the lipids [63, 64]. As the number of
saposins forming these discs can vary with the size of the complex, the resulting saposin-lipoprotein nanoparti-
cles are more flexible. LILBID spectra can again be the means to detect protein complexes released from such a
nanoparticle, allowing to reveal a complexes stoichiometry. (Figure 2F)

LILBID for structural analysis
Besides the stoichiometry of homo- and heterogeneous protein complexes, the next-neighbor relationships of
the complexes subunits and their binding interfaces are of high interest to understand the structure and func-
tion of a complex. The asymmetric dissociation observed in nESI, especially while using CID, based on unfold-
ing of a peripheral subunit, can make it difficult to determine underlying structural information. This effect
can be amplified for membrane proteins as usually a higher collisional activation is needed to release the
complex from its solubilization agent, be it detergent micelle or one of the more sophisticated mimics [65, 66].
We have found no such effects of detergents for the laser-induced dissociation in LILBID. A direct compari-

son of both methods was performed for several systems under the same conditions. The most simple system
was a homodimeric membrane protein complex consisting almost entirely of transmembrane helices - EmrE
solubilized in DDM [17]. Low laser power allows to strip detergents from the complex, releasing the dimer as
dominating species for MS analysis. nESI measurements of EmrE in the same buffer conditions allowed under
optimal settings the observation of the dimer only as a minor species, demonstrating that LILBID is ideally
suited even to challenging samples.
While this shows that oligomeric states can be determined even for highly hydrophobic systems, this alone

doesn’t offer much structural information, which might be relevant for larger complexes.
A useful feature of LILBID for such larger complexes is its potential to differentiate different binding inter-

faces. This can allow determination of structural aspects, which can be useful for homo as well as hetero oligo-
meric complexes. An example is the soluble Avidin homotetramer [17], for which the observed species were a
dominant tetramer accompanied by dimeric and monomeric states in the complete absence of a trimer. These
species give clear evidence that the tetramer is constructed as a dimer of a dimer. In contrast, this feature is not
picked up in the nESI results, where the dominant species was the highly charged monomer created according
to the chain-ejection model [35]. Tetramer and trimer are detected as very minor species, giving no evidence of
the underlying structure of the complex. A more complex system is the K+ uptake system KdpFABC [67]
shown in Figure 3A. LILBID spectra of this hetero-pentameric membrane complex allow at medium laser
intensities some complex dissociation, while keeping the biologically relevant next-neighbor connections intact,
as indicated by the pictograms in the spectrum. This reveals a set of subcomplexes, which give a clear idea of
next neighbor relations and connectivities (Figure 3A). The same principle was utilized for the hetero-
oligomeric GCD, a membrane protein complex consisting of four different proteins (GcdA, B, C and D) ([68,
69]). Using low laser power leads to the detection of the intact complex and large fragments of it, while high
laser power shows mostly monomers and small complexes of subunits, revealing which are in contact to each
other in the structure. Figure 3B shows the homo tetrameric membrane protein heme A synthase from Aquifex
aeolicus (AaHAS) [70]. An interesting feature of the spectrum are the high mass shifts observed for the singly
and doubly charged trimer (shaded in red), which are only observed in the presence of 150 mM NaCl. This
mass shift includes lipids, which are lost, when the complex dissociates. Only a few lipids remain attached to
the AaHAS proteins (grey lines), once the ring structure is opened, which suggests binding of lipids in the
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oligomerization interface. These findings allow the conclusion that lipids and salt may play an important role
in the stabilization and assembly of the trimeric AaHAS complex.
In recent years interest regarding analysis of protein complexes generally moves beyond mere structural

aspects and more emphasis is given towards understanding of the mechanisms, such as those controlling com-
plexe formation. In a recent study the well-choreographed assembly process of an F-type ATPsynthase, a large
multiprotein complex employed for ATP production, was investigated. LILBID was used to monitor the step-
wise formation of the F1-complex and was the key tool to identify via which parallel pathways the individual
subunits form essential building blocks and then the entire complex. The study as well identified which addi-
tives are needed in which complex formation step (shown in Figure 3C) and could show how the correct
assembly correlates with the enzymes activity [71]. Similarly, LILBID could be employed to monitor the step-
wise formation of an HSP90/kinase complex and to determine the previously unknown role on a PPIase in this
process [73]. This approach is also suited to reveal changes in oligomeric states resulting from changes of the
environment, as it was observed for the human TRPML2 ion channel at different pHs and PACE Transporter
PA2880 from P. aeruginosa at different pHs [74, 75].

Outlook
This review shows that alternative ionization mechanisms such as LILBID can be of high interest, as systems
that are more complex are getting into the focus of structural biology. The realization that the understanding of
the interplay in a cell requires more than just knowledge of the constituting parts, makes it increasingly clear,
that future questions can only be understood with constantly improved methodology. This review gives an
overview over requirements relevant for analysis of protein complexes and especially membrane protein com-
plexes with their special demands, which can be met by LILBID-MS applications. Additionally applications of
LILBID analysis are shown, which go beyond mere determination of mass, such as understanding of a complex
assembly pathway. Improving the possible resolution of the mass spectra recorded using LILBID should further
increase the applicability of LILBID as it allows e.g. for the determination of post-translational modifications
(PTMs) top-down out of a complex. An example for this is shown in Figure 3D, which shows one of the first
spectra gained with a LILBID ion source in combination with a commercially available instrument (Micromass
QTof). Coupling a LILBID ion source with commercially available instruments will in the future allow for
better resolved mass spectra as well as the combined use of LILBID with modern orthogonal analytic methods
e.g. ion mobility spectrometry.

Perspectives
• Alternative ionization mechanisms for native mass spectrometry are of high interest, as ques-

tions to be answered in structural biology are increasing in complexity. Orthogonal features of
such analytical methods can open the road to the investigation of more complex systems.

• Native MS has established itself as a routine tool to investigate a variety of biological samples
and has gone beyond just being a method that determines the weight of a molecule.
LILBID-MS has shown to be especially useful for certain substance classes, such as mem-
brane complexes, where it can be difficult to analyze them with the commercially available
methods, especially when novel microbiological methods are used.

• Aspects which will be further developed in the near future for LILBID are determination of
binding affinities of protein complexes and their subunits and continuing down the road of
improved membrane-like environments with the goal of analyzing the membrane protein
complex directly out of the cell membrane.
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